Do you want straighter teeth but concerned about how you'll look with braces?

Several cosmetically-minded celebrities are wearing aesthetic braces to improve their smiles without compromising their signature look. Now you can too!

We’re proud to offer our patients the Alias Lingual Bracket System, a discreet way to wear braces making them practically invisible...behind your teeth!

Practically invisible, convenient and comfortable

Ask your orthodontist about Alias braces today!

Treated by Dr. Giuseppe Scuzzo with Alias
Available to everyone!

It’s never too late to have the smile you’ve always wanted. Braces can move teeth at any age to achieve beautiful results that are youthful and dynamic.

And now, with Alias braces you can get the smile you’ve always wanted without anyone knowing. Alias braces are placed behind your teeth where they are virtually hidden, keeping your treatment discreet and your smile bright.

Practically invisible

Alias braces are placed on the inside surface of your teeth (lingual) so they will move your teeth into alignment without anyone knowing you’re in treatment.

Convenient

Alias braces are ideal for any lifestyle, so you can comfortably eat, drink, and play sports.

Comfortable

Alias braces use high tech wires with light forces to reduce the pressure on your teeth. Designed for maximum comfort, Alias’ small bracket design allows you to speak clearly and confidently throughout treatment.

Getting started

During your initial consultation we will evaluate your unique needs and determine the best method of treatment. If Alias is right for you, we will schedule a short bonding appointment where Alias braces will be placed behind your teeth. We will follow up with check ups on a regular schedule and you’ll have the smile you’ve always dreamed of before you know it!

Ask us about Alias braces today!